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Word Pronunciation Definition
Grade
Level

allocated 12 ¥l´ ß-kà-t½d distributed according to a plan; set apart for a special 
purpose; designated or assigned

anonymous 10 ß-n¼n´ ß-mßs nameless; unidentified; unknown; of unknown source

appalled 10 ß-pôld´ shocked and disgusted; struck with fear or dread; filled with 
dismay

benign 13 b½-nìn´ pleasant or beneficial in nature, manner, or disposition; 
having no harmful effects; not dangerous; favorable; mild; 
gentle; refreshing

clogs 8 klôgs heavy, often wooden-soled shoes

colleagues 10 k¼l´ ègs people in the same profession; those who share an occupation 
or who are members of the same group or class; coworkers; 
fellows

detained 8 d½-tànd´ held up for a while; held or kept in custody; deprived of 
freedom; caused to be slowed down or delayed; stopped or 
halted; hindered

eccentric 10 ½k-s¤n´ tr½k greatly unusual; outlandish or bizarre; having an odd or 
strange personality or habits

edict 12 è´ d½kt a decision or law formally pronounced or issued by a ruler or 
authority; a command given by a ruler to his or her subjects; 
a ruling or decree given by a king or queen

embraced 8 ¤m-bràst´ hugged or clasped with affection; held close with one's arms; 
snuggled or cuddled; took, held, or seized as one's own; took 
or accepted with eagerness

frankly 8 fr¥ngk´ lè honestly; sincerely; candidly

precocious 12 pr½-kò´ shßs having an ability that is beyond one's age; exceptionally 
smart, particularly for one's age; mature for one's age; 
advanced; developed or appearing earlier than expected

temporarily 8 t¤m-pß-râr´ ß-lè for a limited time; not permanently; briefly

typhus 11 tì´ fßs a serious disease that is characterized by high fever, skin 
rash, delirium, and severe headache

ultimately 10 ¾l´ tß-m½t-lè finally; in the end; eventually; in the best way; in conclusion; 
at last; as a final result

Pronunciation Guide
Examples Examples Examples

b bed
ch chalk, catch, question
d
f
g
h
hw
j
k
l
m
n
p
r
s

drawer, could
fish, rough, graph, calf
great, guest
happy
where
jump, giraffe, bridge
ankle, cat, rack, chasm, quiche
lemon, needle
rhyme, hymn, tomb
nice, know, gnat
pet
red, wrist, rhyme
sister, cent, psalm, science

t toy, debt, thyme, receipt sit, dessert½
th
ª
v
w
y
z
zh
sh
¥
à
âr
ä
¤
è

think
than
savage
with, while
yes
zebra
leisure, genre
shut, motion, chandelier, issue
bad
hate
care, hair, wear
father, are
fetch, head
be, seat, receive

ì
îr
¼
ò
ô/ôr
oi
‡
†
ou
¾
ûr
y†
ß
ßr

slide, pie
pier, hear, miracle
hot, conscious
hope, boat, row
caught, raw, for, war
noise, boy
book
tool
found, how
cup, rummage
fur, heard
cute, beautiful
afar, capable, us
father, fir


